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Introduction

This document is provided in response to the authorization of the TG editors through a motion passed by the Relay TG at session #44 to draft an initial Table of Contents of the Task Group working document.

As this is an editorial task, the number of sections taken from the existing standards documents (IEEE Std. 802.16-2004, IEEE Std. 802.16e-2005, IEEE Std. 802.16-2004/Cor1-2005) is kept to those that can be considered as obvious. These are sections that already exist where at a minimum clarification would be required to explain the impact of the introduction of a relaying mechanism and/or a relaying entity (i.e. relay station) on the existing features. Similarly, new sections are also added where MMR specific procedures are needed.

This ToC is a guideline document. It does not provide an exhaustive list of sections. It is possible that some of these sections may be found unnecessary, and some other new section may be added, as the 802.16j draft matures.

It is the view of the editors that determining whether or not further sections should be added requires some technical decisions to be made. Furthermore, as the editors were specifically instructed to create the ToC based on the existing standard, it is outside of their power to propose new sections at this time.

Consequently, an extensive list of sections is not provided at this point in time and it is left to the Task Group through comments and contributions in Session #45 to build on this basic list to work towards developing an initial Table of Contents for the Project 802.16j Baseline Task Group Document.
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